RECORDING VIDEO FEEDBACK IN SPEEDGRADER

When you are grading student work within Canvas, you have the option of leaving a media comment along
with your evaluation to provide additional feedback and guidance to students. You can record a video or
audio, depending on your preference. The following instructions will walk you through the video process
and note when you have the option to just choose audio.
1. Click on the assignment you are grading and leaving feedback on
2. Click on SpeedGrader in the upper right corner of the assignment page

3. Grade the assignment as planned
4. Scroll down to the Assignment Comments section in the grading pane

5. Click on the Add Media Comment icon below the comment box

NOTE: This opens the Canvas media recorder pop-up window.
6. Decide if you want to record video or just audio by clicking on the corresponding icons

NOTE: For video, both must be selected. For audio only, click on the Webcam button and select No Video.
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7. Click Start Recording when you’re ready to record the feedback

NOTE: If you mess up and want to start over the recording, click Start Over.
8. Click Finish when you’re done recording.
9. Type in a name for the recording and click Save

CAUTION: Simply wait for the video to finish processing. The pop-up window will automatically close when
the video’s ready. For longer videos, this could take some time to process.
10. Review the video thumbnail that now appears above the comment box by clicking the blue Play icon

This will open a video player window over the student’s submission, to the left of the grading pane. This is
also how students will review your comments as well.
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11. If you’re satisfied with the video, click Submit to share the grade and feedback with students.

NOTE: Students won’t see the video comments until they can see their grades.
STUDENT VIEWS
If you use video feedback as instructed above, your students will access that video by clicking on the item
under Recent Feedback on the course homepage, going to the assignment itself, or by going to their
grades. Here’s one process you can share with students:
1. Click on the assignment under Recent Feedback on the homepage

2. Locate the media comment along the far right of the submitted assignment page

3. Click on the video thumbnail to open it in a player window
4. Listen to the feedback and then click the X in the upper right corner to close the player
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